
Some notes on The Road 
 
 The plot-line: a father and son walk south, searching constantly for food, hiding 

from the bad guys – the son depends on the ailing dad – will they make it – where 
will they go – is redemption possible? 

 The context: the echoing apocalypse, the familiar eviscerated and covered under 
a shroud of ash, the nightmare scenario writ clear and credible – the horror of a 
world turned on its head: the pregnant women, the baby on a spit, the naked 
people down in the cellar, the cannibalism, the foul water. 

 The point of view: the third person, 95% at the shoulder of the father- close, 
believable, anxious but not shrill, heavy pressed. 

 The narrative voice: informed and urgent, calm, competent. 
 The race against the father’s failing lungs. 
 The dimension of religion, God, morality –the blunt question: can man remain 

good when he is under threat – the boy as the voice of innocence and kindness. 
 The detail: (i) the burnt landscape (ii) the destroyed cityscape (iii) the detail of 

ruined houses (iv) the man’s foraging, his common sense, his skill, the details 
about tools and equipment- the irrelevance of theoretical understanding. 

 The poor quality of light – the pressing darkness, the sense of the two in a halo of 
light in a dark place. 

 The anxiety and determination of the father: “carrying the fire” – his love and 
care and will for his son / the anxiety and determination and sorrow of his son – 
the boy is the fire – representing man’s capacity for good – the boy’s sense of 
shame for what the world has become that his father does not have time to share 
– his regret at stealing, his horror at cannibalism. 

 The morphing, elasticity of language – the poetry that is there often enough – the 
tight, wildly illuminating dialogue. 

 The progress: down the road, over the mountains, across the river, through the 
city, to the sea; the anti-climax of the sea but the sense of discovery and the sense 
of an imminent end-the relief to just have to worry about what’s behind, what’s 
on your right – the darkness, the moments of light (the bunker, the boat), the 
darkness, the deep darkness of the father’s death, the warmth and light of the 
boy’s meeting with his rescuer – the implication that others are nearby. 

 The obstacles and opportunities put in their way: The mountains – The jack-
knifed truck – The man who the father shoots – The cellar house – The falling 
trees – The marching armies – The bunker and its provisions – The train – The 
old man and the tin of peaches – The sea – The boat – The thief – The port with 
its ambush – The tidal river – The man’s death – The boy’s rescue. 

  The sense that it might be our future. 
 The relationship of father and son – the sheer beauty of a father delivering his 

son to safety, of that being all he cares for, like an animal with its young but there 
is a human dimension: the presence of soul and mission – carrying on not just for 
the sake of it but because there is a greater purpose, the need to stand down evil 
and the darkness, reclaim the land, keep the fire, unite the good guys. 

 A very pure explanation of why we live and what we should live for, and against. 
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